
Print Finishing and
Presentation Machines

For your Office

Professional 
Document 
Presentation:

• low cost
• saves time
• gets results



Everyone knows automating the document finishing
process will save time, but few are aware it can
also improve profitability.  Letting a machine handle
the finishing means valuable man-hours are
diverted away from document production (stapling,
gluing, folding) and human productivity can be
shifted to the more important core areas of your
business activity. Staff morale is also improved
because they are no longer bogged down by
menial and laborious tasks.

Why a Collator?
The Problem: Manually sorting printed work into batches ready for
dispatch is a terribly time-consuming job and is prone to errors.  And
once the collating is complete - what next?  More often than not the
collated sets need to be stapled together which doubles the time taken
to complete the job.

The Solution: Duplo Automatic Collators.  Speed is variable from 35 -
65 sets/min and the special feed detection systems ensures each set
contains precisely the correct number of sheets. 

DC-series collators can be connected to a corner stapling/punching
machine whilst DFC-series collators can be connected to
bookletmakers to completely automate the process of producing
distributable documentation.

Why a Bookletmaker?
The Problem:  Booklets are one of the most cost-effective ways to
display information but the creation is fraught with difficulty.  If done
manually, stapling is a soul-destroyingly slow activity made worse by
the need to knock up the pages and check they are correctly ordered
before stapling.

The Solution: Duplo Bookletmakers.  Automating the bookletmaking
process takes away the need to knock up and ensures each staple is
always positioned exactly on the spine.  Furthermore, it is possible to
produce books at up to 40 per minute with a presentable trimmed edge.

Even low volume bookletmaking can be ‘semi-automated’ using the
Duplo Auto Bookie.  Moving paper guides knock up and centre the
pages ready for the pre-positioned and manually activated staple heads
to come down exactly in the middle of the sheets.  The automatic
ejection system finishes the task by folding the book as it is removed.

DF-915
6 standard fold types

230 pages/minute

Automatic set-up

AutoBookie
A4/A5 booklets

40 books/hour

Side stapling 

Saddle stapling

DC-S4
Corner stapling and punching 

Collator compatible

BookletmakingMaximise the Potential
of your Business

Binding

Collating Folding

Cutting & Creasing

DB-200
Glue spine binder

200 books/hour

40mm book thickness

HIGH VOLUME

LOW VOLUME LOW VOLUME

LOW VOLUME

HIGH VOLUME

ALL

DBM-120T
A4/A5 booklets

40 books/minute

Collator compatible

Optional edge trimmer

Every office has a need to fold paper and often the
majority of this is for posting.  ‘Gate’ or ‘Z-folds’ are
necessary for inserting paper into common DL envelopes
but these folds are the most difficult to get right.  
The DF-915 mechanises the often laborious task of paper
folding.  This intelligent machine can sense standard paper
sizes and will automatically adjust the fold positions
accordingly.  At 230 pages-per-minute, it is one of the
fastest desktop folders in the world.

Business cards, CD inlays, menus, greetings cards... just
about anything printed on a digital copier can be finished
on this machine.  It scores, cuts and creases work for
turning sheets into truely professional looking documents.
Amazingly, the machine can run unsupervised even with a
mixture of jobs on the delivery tray thanks to the bar code
reader which sets up the 
cut, crease and score 
positions for each sheet.

DC-545HCEX
Slitting

Cutting

Creasing

DC-6
6 station collator

35 sets/minute

Bookletmaker compatible

DC-6 online to DC-S4

DC-8
8 station collator

35 sets/minute

Bookletmaker compatible

DFC-10
10 station collator

A5-SRA3

65 sets/minute

Bookletmaker compatible

DFC-12
12 station collator

A5-SRA3

65 sets/minute

Bookletmaker compatible

                               


